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Qualification ANIMAL PRODUCTION NC II 

Unit of Competency: RAISE POULTRY 

Instruction: 

 Read each of the questions in the left-hand column of the chart. 

 Place a check in the appropriate box opposite each question to indicate your 
answer. 

Can I?  YES NO 

 Select superior breed/strain/hybrid of poultry   *   

 Maintain optional environment for poultry   

 Apply appropriate space requirements   *   

 Demonstrate correct brooding of chicks  *   

 Schedule and apply effective medication and nutritional 
requirements for birds  * 

  

 Apply and store disinfectants and pest control solution 
based on approved practices  * 

  

 Accomplish appropriate records  *   

 Identify common poultry diseases  *   

 Cull sick and undesirable birds*   

 Perform pre and post-laying activities8   

 Apply feed requirements of poultry  on various 
physiological stages* 

  

 Solve routine problems pertinent to raising poultry*   

I agree to undertake assessment in the knowledge that information gathered 
will only be used for professional development purposes and can only be 
accessed by concerned assessment personnel and my manager/supervisor 

 
 
 

Candidate’s Name & Signature: Date: 

NOTE:  *Critical aspects of competency 
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Qualification ANIMAL PRODUCTION NC II 

Unit of Competency: RAISE SWINE 

Instruction: 

 Read each of the questions in the left-hand column of the chart. 

 Place a check in the appropriate box opposite each question to indicate your 
answer. 

Can I?  YES NO 

 Identify traits of various breeder  *   

 Recognize fertility of trained boar *   

 Identify common diseases and farrowing problems  *   

 Recognize in heat and pregnant animal *   

 Provide different feeding requirement  *   

 Formulate efficient herd health program  *   

 Handle pregnant animal and operate nursery  *   

 Record data on operation, stocks and inventory *   

 Follow regulatory measures of the municipality   

 Provide optimum space requirements of animal stock*   

 Raise piglet to market age *   

 Identify breeding techniques and their advantages *   

 Solve routine problems pertinent to raising swine *   

I agree to undertake assessment in the knowledge that information gathered 
will only be used for professional development purposes and can only be 
accessed by concerned assessment personnel and my manager/supervisor 

 
 
 

Candidate’s Name & Signature: Date: 

NOTE: * Critical aspects of competency 
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Qualification ANIMAL PRODUCTION NC II 

Unit of Competency: RAISE SMALL RUMINANTS 

Instruction: 

 Read each of the questions in the left-hand column of the chart. 

 Place a check in the appropriate box opposite each question to indicate your 
answer. 

Can I?  YES NO 

 Identify genetically superior breeds of goats and 
sheep*  

  

 Select and handle breeder goats and sheep *   

 Handle does and ewes appropriately *   

 Apply proper feeding practices *   

 Maintain pasture areas *   

 Apply proper herd health program *    

 Compute feeds and space requirements*   

 Compute  doses of biological and other veterinary 
drugs and handle them properly* 

  

 Operate and maintain farm tools and equipment*   

 Solve routine problems related to small ruminants 
production* 

  

 Apply rules and regulations pertinent to animal 
movement, quarantine and disposal * 

  

I agree to undertake assessment in the knowledge that information gathered 
will only be used for professional development purposes and can only be 
accessed by concerned assessment personnel and my manager/supervisor 

 
 
 

Candidate’s Name & Signature: Date: 
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Qualification ANIMAL PRODUCTION NC II 

Unit of Competency: RAISE LARGE RUMINANTS 

Instruction: 

 Read each of the questions in the left-hand column of the chart. 

 Place a check in the appropriate box opposite each question to indicate your 
answer. 

Can I?  YES NO 

 Identify different breeds of large ruminants for specific 
breeding objectives *  

  

 Select large ruminants for breeding and replacement 
purposes * 

  

 Apply appropriate breeding techniques, feeds and 
feeding  schemes * 

  

 Handle the general herd with production support 
system * 

  

 Apply herd health program and waste management *   

 Maintain pasture, housing and other infrastructures *   

 Apply safety standards in handling animals, biological 
and other veterinary drugs 

  

 Apply  appropriate feeding requirements   

 Use and maintain farm facilities and support system*   

 Solve routine problems pertinent to raising large 
ruminants* 

  

I agree to undertake assessment in the knowledge that information gathered 
will only be used for professional development purposes and can only be 
accessed by concerned assessment personnel and my manager/supervisor 

 
 

Candidate’s Name & Signature: Date: 

 


